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FD-302 (Rev. 3-10-82)

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date of transcription 4/3/90

MITCHELL ROGOVIN, Partner, ROGOVIN, HUGE, AND SCHILLER,
1250 24th Street, N.W.

,

7th Floor, Washington, D.C. 20037-1124,
telephone (202)467-8330, was contacted at his place of employment
and after being advised of the identity of the interviewing agent
and the purpose of the interview, furnished the following
information:

rogovtn does not know anyone named but he
does know

|
|who he described as a con man . ROGOVIN

reviewed a seven ( 7 )
page document with the heading "Memo to File

September 4, 1989." ROGOVIN is not familiar with any of the
information contained in this document except for the references
to himself as the past General Counsel of the IRS and a member of
the firm of ROGOVIN, HUGE, AND LENZNER with a large white collar
crime practice. ROGOVIN was the Chief Counsel at IRS during the
period 1964-1965. Approximately one year ago the name of
ROGOVIN' s law firm was changed from ROGOVIN, HUGE, AND LENZNER to
its current name, ROGOVIN, HUGE, AND SCHILLER. ROGOVIN does have
a white collar criminal practice.

In the late 1970's, ROGOVIN represented the TENNESSEE
VALLEY BANK in Nashville, Tennessee. The bank had been involved
in making federally insured loans for training programs at low-
tech school s which taught skills such as welding.

|
I was

I for TENNESSEE VALLEY BANK. The bank had loans
outstanding to one such school in New Jersey which went bankrupt
causing the bank to suffer a loss of approximately $1 million and
the United States Government to incur a loss of approximately $9
million. This occurred in the late 1970 's during the CARTER
administration and the United States Congress was conducting
hearings concerning losses suffered by the U.S. Government
concerning such loans . A Congressional staffer inyolved ^n the

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

hearings suggested to[ thatT should hirel to
assist in the investigation and the possible recovery of funds
from the bankrupt school,
previously been employed py“[

told

determined that
unable to determine whether or not

had not been employed by[

recovery or
lthat |

|

I RC
had

ROGOVIN
but was
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This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned

to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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WMFO 196B-TP-20509

Continuation of FD-302 of MITCHELL ROGOVIN , On 3/29/90 Page
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practice

J

[ROGOVIN, HUGE AND SCHILLER
, |

pind was encraqec| in private
thereafter referred to as his attorney.

advised that the bankruptcy involving the
school in New Jersey was phony and that money from the school was

Q.ater told ]that the moneyconcealed in Swiss banks.
had been moved to the Vatican bank and placed in an account with
the name of INSTITUTE OF RELIGIOUS WORKS .| |

further advised
Ithat the Vatican bank was under the control of

(phonetic) and that the New Jersey mob was aDJLe ro
claimed that thedeposit its money at the Vatican bank,

money from the New Jersey school was to be used to built motels in
the Middle East to be used by pilgrims going to Mecca.

[

produced bank statements which he claimed were from the account of
the INSTITUTE OF RELIGIOUS WORKS at the Vatican bank . The name of
the account on the statement produced by

| |
was in Italian and

there was a misspelling in the Italian word for institute. The
Italian word for institute does not contain the letter n but on
the statements produced by 1the word was spelled with an n.
These statements were later shown to be false, however, prior to
that the Department of Justice had sent a communication to the
Vatican in this matter and had received a reply.

ROGOVIN asked for proof of his visit to Rome and
]produced a photocopy of the last page of a TWA ticket for

service from New York to Rome. ROGOVIN took this document to a
travel agent who informed ROGOVIN that the ticket had actually
been purchased in a name other than

|

~
l
and that the ticket was

for travel from New York to London not Rome. I lhad
apparently altered the ticket or a photocopy of the ticket
ROGOVIN confronted I Iwith this information and | laqreed
to refund to the TENNESSEE VALLEY BANK the fees which he had been
paid but

[
never did make any refunds and ROGOVIN never saw

him again.
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ROGOVIN reviewed his appointment calendar for 1979 and
noted several days in April and May when he had contact with

[
concerning this matter.
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that
In the early 1980's The Wall Street Journal reported
had been involved in a scam in Ohio. [ had

convinced the Governor of Ohio that he was attempting to locate a
site in a small town in Ohio where BRITISH LEYLAND MOTOR COMPANY
could relocate its business. The Governor of Ohio made his plane
available to I Ito travel around the state for the purpose of
identifying a small town where the relocation could take place.
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ROGOVIN believes that was arrested by the FBI in connection
with this scheme and that he was in fact sentenced to prison.

4-

* ^ *

ROGOVIN was the Chief Counsel for the Internal Revenue
Service during the period 1964-1965, Assistant United States
.Attorney General during the period 1966-1969, and has been in
private practice since 1969. ROGOVIN agreed to make available any
of his files concerning

| \
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TO SAC, TAMPA (196B-TP-20509) (ORA) (P)
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Reference Tampa airtel to Albany, 3/2/90.

Enclosed for Tampa is the original and one (l) copy of
an FD-302 reflecting an interview of MITCHELL ROGOVIN on March
29, 1990 at Washington, D.C. Also enclosed for Tampa are the
original notes from this interview and a document with the
heading "MEMO TO FILE September 4. 1989" which was reviewed by
ROGOVIN and initialed by SA
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